




“Where are they?”: 
SETI and modern science fiction»
• Milan Cirkovic Grāmata – «The Great Silence»
• Tālāks skats 
Fermi paradox
• 1951. Fermi lunch with Edward 
Teller, Herbert York and Emil 











“Where are they?”: 
SETI and modern 
science fiction
• V. Beldavs, Review of Cixin Liu, 
“The Three-Body problem” , The 




• Milan Čircovič asked that I 
review his book
• Analyzes over 75 attempt at 
resolving the paradox and 
classifies them.
• The book is dense and well-
written. Comparable in many 












• The Earth is not the center of 
the Solar System and the Solar 
System is not the center of the 
universe.
The Noosphere Species Theory
( www.Werbos.com/religions.htm)
• Like noosphere theory deChardin/Verdansky but:
• Origin in evolution of noospheres in cosmos is necessary for logical 
completeness as a scientific theory
• Fits how our solar/earth noosphere “is a baby” (Terry not Gaia)
Thank you!   
Paldies!
Vidvuds Beldavs
Riga Photonics Centre
www.rigaphotonicscentre.org
vidbeldavs@fotonika-lv.eu
